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CURTAINS UP ON THE ROLE OF THE AUDIENCE

Watching a play is different from watching television or a sporting event. When you watch T.V., you may 
leave the room or talk at any time. At a sporting event you might cheer and shout and discuss what you’re 
seeing. Your role as a member of the audience in a play means you must watch and listen carefully because:  

• You need to concentrate on what the actors are saying. 

• The actors are affected by your behavior because they share the room with you. Talking and moving 
around can make it difficult for them to concentrate on their roles. 

• Extra noises and movement can distract other audience members. 

                            

 

Are you ready for your role in this performance?
Consider the following and discuss the appropriateness of the behavior as an audience 
member:
 

• Your best friend sits next to you during the performance and you whisper about a particular moment of 
the show that strikes you as funny.

• Your cell phone is on silent and you’ve forgotten your project for a class later in the day.  You know your 
mom’s at home so you’ll just send her a quick text and she can drop it off at school for you.

• You’re great at multitasking and this provides a perfect chance to finish up that little bit of homework 
you didn’t get done last night.

• The show is comical and you’re so happy you aren’t sitting in class right now so you applaud at 
particularly hilarious points in the play.

• The seats are tons more comfortable than the desks at school so you kick back, stick a leg out and relax 
for the show.

• Lights out, comfy seat...NAP TIME!!!
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 CURTAINS UP ON THE ROLE OF THE AUDIENCE (contd.)

1. Draw a picture of what the audience might look like from the stage. Consider your 
work from the viewpoint of the actors on stage. How might things look from where 
they stand?

2. Write a letter to a cast member telling what you liked about their character.

3. Write how you think it might feel to be one of the actors. Are the actors aware of the 
audience? How might they feel about the reactions of the audience today? How would 
you feel before the play began? What about after the show ends? 

4. Which job would you like to try? Acting, Directing, Lighting and Sounds, Stage 
Manager, Set designer, Costume designer, or another role? What skills might you need 
to complete your job? 

5. Choose a favorite story and draw or use the computer to create a program cover 
design for a theatrical adaptation of your story. 

CURTAINS UP AFTER THE PERFORMANCE 

Attending a play is an experience unlike any other entertainment experience. Because a play is presented 
live, it provides a unique opportunity to experience a story as it happens. Dallas Children’s Theater brings 
to life stories though its performances. Many people are involved in the process. Writers adapt the stories 
you read in order to bring them off the page and on to the stage. Designers and technicians create lighting 
effects so that you can feel the mood of a scene. Carpenters build the scenery and make the place of the 
story become a real place, while costumers and make-up designers can turn actors into the characters you 
meet in the stories. Directors help actors bring the story to life and make it happen before your very eyes. 
All of these things make seeing a play very different from television, videos, computer games, or CDs and 
tapes of stories. 

Hold a class discussion when you return from the performance on the multi-sensory nature 
of a theater experience.  Use the following questions as springboards to the discussion: 

• What was the first thing you noticed when you entered the theater? 

• What did you notice first on the stage? 

• What about the set? What things do you remember?  How vivid are they now? Did the set change during 
the play? How was it moved or changed?

• Was there any space besides the stage where action took place? 

• How did the lights set the mood of the play? How did they change throughout? How do house lights 
differ from stage lights? Did you notice different areas of lighting?
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CURTAINS UP AFTER THE PERFORMANCE  (contd.)

• What did you think about the costumes? Do you think they fit the story? What things do you think the 
costume designers had to consider before creating the costumes? 

• Was there music in the play? How did it add to the performance? 

• What about the actors? Do you think they were able to bring the characters to life? Did you feel caught 
up in the story? What things do you think the actors had to work on in order to make you believe they 
were the characters? 

CURTAINS UP ON THE AUTHOR

Bram Stoker, the author of Dracula, was born near Dublin, Ireland on November 
8 in 1847.  Often sick during his childhood, Stoker read while in bed and was 
a fan of the scary stories his mother Charlotte would tell, like the ones about 
victims of the 1832 Irish cholera epidemic who were buried before they were 
entirely dead.  While attending Trinity College, Bram played sports and was 
active in organizations.  He remained an avid reader of strange stories like the 
influential 1871 vampire novel Carmilla by Le Fanu.  Stoker tried writing his own 
horror story, “The Chain of Destiny,” which appeared in a magazine in 1875, but 
the reviews were mediocre. 

Stoker began his career working for the Irish government, while spending time 
creating stories and developing an interest in the theater.  While at college, he 

attended a performance of The Rivals, starring Henry Irving which inspired him to write a theatre review 
column for the newspaper The Dublin Mail. Years later, he and Irving developed a close friendship and 
Stoker moved to London with his young wife to become the Business Manager of Irving’s Lyceum Theatre. 

Stoker continued writing fiction while working at the Lyceum. He published a collection of scary children’s 
stories called Under the Sunset in 1881. In the 1890’s, he wrote some romantic novels, but was working 
on his vampire thriller. Stoker painstakingly researched places, superstitions, and myths while writing 
Dracula.  Diary entries, letters, newspaper articles, verbal testimonies and other firsthand accounts form 
Stoker’s frightening narrative. When Dracula finally reached readers in 1897, reviewers generally praised its 
“ingenious and gruesome details”.

CURTAINS UP ON THE PLAYWRIGHTS

Hamilton Deane was born in a suburb of Dublin. His family lived near both Bram Stoker and his wife and 
Deane’s mother had been acquainted with both since his childhood.

Deane entered the theater as a young man, first appearing in 1899 with the Henry Irving Company with 
whom Stoker had worked for many years. Even before he formed his own troupe in the early 1920s, Deane 
had been thinking about bringing Dracula to the stage. Stoker had attempted this in 1897 but the verdict 
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CURTAINS UP ON THE PLAYWRIGHTS (cont'd.)

from Irving consigned it to the waste-paper basket. Unable to find a scriptwriter to take on the project, 
Deane wrote the play himself in a four-week period of inactivity while he was suffering with a severe cold. 
He then contacted Florence Stoker, Bram's widow, and negotiated a deal for the dramatic rights.
Deane re-imagined Dracula as a more urbane and theatrically acceptable character who could plausibly 
enter London society. It was Deane's idea that the count should wear a tuxedo and stand-up collar, and 
a flowing cape which concealed Dracula while he slipped through a trap-door in the stage floor, giving 
the impression that he had disappeared. Deane also arranged to have a uniformed nurse available at 
performances, ready to administer smelling salts should anyone faint.

Deane’s play premiered with great success in June 1924. He brought the play to America in 1927 and the role 
of Dracula was taken on by the then-unknown Hungarian actor Bela Lugosi who went on to become one of 
the most iconic players of the role.  John L. Balderston rewrote the play for its American debut and the show 
went on to run on Broadway for a year and broke previous touring records when it ran for two years.  
 

CURTAINS UP ON THE GOTHIC STYLE

The Gothic literary movement began with Horace Walpole’s book The Castle of Otranto in 1764.  Walpole took 
advantage of interest in medieval romance and a growing fascination with the supernatural and used them 
for a framework for his story which became wildly popular and spurred an entire movement in literature.  
His work introduced most of the conventions that became stock in trade in gothic writing:  supernatural 
occurrences, a complex plot, ruins, and stock characters.  Mary Shelley, William Beckford and Ann Radcliffe 
authored similarly themed books soon afterward and the Gothic movement thrived.  It can be argued that 
the Gothic genre has always been alive through the works of Edgar Allen Poe, Bram Stoker, Robert Louis 
Stevenson and even Stephen King. The fascination with the supernatural, monsters, ghosts, vampires and 
werewolves and all manner of eerie tales is ever ongoing.  Young readers find Gothic elements today in the 
Harry Potter, Lemony Snicket, and Spiderwick series as well as the numerous vampire series in books, movies 
and television. 

 

Before attending the performance of Dracula use the following activity with your students 
to enhance their learning experience.

Provide each student with a copy of the Gothic Elements Checklist and discuss examples of each of the 
elements as they find them in stories they may have read or seen.   List examples on the sheet but reserve 
room to follow up after the performance.

Encourage students to pay close attention to DCT’s production of Dracula so they will be able to fill in 
examples of each element as they recognize them in the performance.
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DRACULA
ELEMENTS OF GOTHIC STYLE CHECKLIST

 

ANCESTRAL CURSE

CEMETERY

FEELING OF FOREBODING

ANCIENT TEXT OR CURSE

DREAMS/NIGHTMARES OR VISIONS

IMPRISONMENT

PERSECUTED OR PURSUED FEMALE

HAUNTED HOUSE OR CASTLE

MIST

COMMUNICATION WITH THE DEPARTED

SLEEPWALKING

SUPERSTITION

SENSIBILITY

q

q
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CURTAINS UP ON WRITING

When it comes to vampires, Bram Stoker literally wrote the book. Dracula, published in London in 1897, 
established the genre of the vampire story, and its legacy lives on today, most notably in Stephenie 
Meyer’s Twilight series, but also in a variety of TV series (think Buffy the Vampire Slayer and more recently 
The Vampire Diaries and True Blood).

Stoker’s original story begins with Jonathon Harker’s diary entry:  :  3 May. Bistritz. —Left Munich at 8:35 
P.M., on 1st May, arriving at Vienna early morning; should have arrived at 6:46, but train was an hour late. 
Buda-Pesth seems a wonderful place from the glimpse which I got of it from the train and the little I could 
walk through the streets. I feared to go very far from the station, as we had arrived late and would start as 
near the correct time as possible. The impression I got was that we were leaving the West and entering the 
East…

Consider the story from a different character’s point of view.  What might the story look like from the 
standpoint of Dracula himself?  From Lucy’s point of view?  How would the action differ? 

Write journal entries from a character of your choosing. Rather than focusing on the actions in the story, 
try conveying the character’s emotions.  What might Lucy have to say if she could express herself?  How 
might Dracula feel about his condition?  What motivates the character to act?  Use events in the story to 
justify the actions of the character you choose.

CURTAINS UP ON SUPERSTITION

Consider the story from a different character’s point of view.  What might the story look like from the 
standpoint of Dracula himself?  From Lucy’s point of view?  How would the action differ? 
Write journal entries from a character of your choosing. Rather than focusing on the actions in the story, 
try conveying the character’s emotions.  What might Lucy have to say if she could express herself?  How 
might Dracula feel about his condition?  What motivates the character to act?  Use events in the story to 
justify the actions of the character you choose.

CURTAINS UP ON HISTORY

The REAL Dracula
Vlad Dracula, later named Vlad the Impaler after his favorite form of torture, 
was a 15th century prince who ruled with an iron fist. This infamous ruler 
controlled his subjects with such violence that he is now referred to as the 
bloodiest ruler in history.  

Vlad was born in Transylvania in 1430 or 1431. His father, the warrior Vlad 
Dracul, was a member of a secret society of knights called the Order of the 
Dragon. This society was formed to fight and defeat the Turks, as well as 
secure the throne of Wallachia (a town located in present-day Romania). The Vlad the Impaler
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CURTAINS UP ON HISTORY (cont'd.)

Order brothers dressed in long green capes except on special occasions in which they would wear long 
black capes and drape gold dragon medallions around their necks. Young Vlad was nicknamed Dracula 
after his father. In Romanian, Dracul translates to ‘dragon’ or ‘devil,’ and the ‘a’ stands for ‘son of.’ So Dracula 
literally translates to ‘son of the dragon’ or ‘son of the devil.’   

In 1444 Dracul was traveling with Dracula and his youngest son across the Danube River when they 
were captured by the Turks. Dracula was imprisoned for four years. These years are thought to be the 
beginning of Vlad Dracula’s violent nature. It wasn’t long before Dracul was assassinated and Dracula’s 
brother was buried alive by the ruler of Hungary, Jamos Hunyadi. Fearful for his life, Dracula joined 
Hunyadi who taught him cunning and severe military tactics that would soon secure Dracula the throne 
of Wallachia.     

As Prince, Vlad Dracula continued to battle the Turks. Those taken hostage were impaled (a large pole was 
driven through their body). But it was not only Dracula’s enemies who suffered. Many townspeople were 
also subject to his wrath. One story tells of Dracula noticing a peasant man who was wearing a shirt that 
was too short. 

When Dracula asked the man’s wife why the man was improperly dressed, she said she was too busy 
cooking and cleaning to sew. She was immediately impaled. Graciously, Dracula chose a new wife for the 
man. He made sure to show the new wife what had happened to the old wife so that she would not make 
the same mistake. Dracula died in battle in 1476. He was promptly decapitated by order of the Turkish 
sultan. His head was then sent to the sultan who displayed it, fittingly, on a stake for all to see.

Although gone, rumors of Vlad Dracula and his relentless temper spread throughout Europe. Stories of 
his villainy were published, read, and reread, and it was these stories that led Bram Stoker in creating the 
infamous Count Dracula we know today.

Extend this activity by encouraging students to use the computer to search for images 
and information regarding Vlad the Impaler, his family and his battles with the Turks.  
Create a bulletin board display of information and images they find. 

CURTAINS UP ON ART

Everyone has an image that comes to mind immediately when the character Dracula is mentioned. Many 
are based on the iconic Bella Lugosi character from the early movie version of the story and most have 
a bat-like influence.  Provide students with copies of the images provided and discuss what descriptive 
characteristics may have led to the concept of each.  

Encourage students to use the descriptions of vampires from the novel and other literary sources to 
create their own drawing or multimedia design of a vampire.  Allow students to share their artwork and 
describe why they chose to portray their character as they have. Be sure they provide literary connections 
to their choices.
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Bella Lugosi as Dracula

Nosferatu

Gary Oldman in Bram Stoker’s Dracula Al Lewis as Grandpa in the The Munsters

from Hotel Transylvania
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CURTAINS UP ON SCIENCE

“I Vant to TYPE Your Blood!” 
What’s the deal with blood types?

Although all blood is made of the same basic elements, not all blood is alike. In fact, there are 
four different common blood types, which are determined by the presence or absence of certain 
antigens – substances that can trigger an immune response if they are foreign to the body. Since 
some antigens can trigger a patient's immune system to attack the transfused blood, safe blood 
transfusions depend on careful blood typing and cross-matching. There are four major blood 
groups determined by the presence or absence of two antigens – A and B – on the surface of red 
blood cells:

• Group A – has only the A antigen on red cells (and B antibody (a blood protein produced in 
response to and counteracting a specific antigen.) in the plasma) 

• Group B – has only the B antigen on red cells (and A antibody in the plasma)

• Group AB – has both A and B antigens on red cells (but neither A nor B antibody in the 
plasma)

• Group O – has neither A nor B antigens on red cells (but both A and B antibody are in the 
plasma)

There are very specific ways in which blood types must be matched for a safe transfusion.  Use 
the following activity to help students understand blood typing and compatibility.

You will need:
16 cups filled halfway with water
Red food coloring
Blue food coloring
Red, blue, and purple colored pencils or markers
Blood Type Chart for each student (chart at the end of this study guide)

Here’s How:
 + Fill 16 cups with water.

 + Put red food coloring in four cups to represent type A blood.

 + Put blue food coloring in four cups to represent type B blood.

 + Put blue and red food coloring in four more cups to make a purplish color; this will represent 
type AB blood.

 + Do not put anything into the last four cups; this will represent blood type O.

 + Request four volunteers to represent the four blood types. Give them an appropriate name 
badge: A , B , AB , or O.  Distribute their four cups of water.
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1. First, instruct “A” to pour part of his first cup into another of his “A” blood type cups. Since 
the color does not change, blood type A is compatible for blood transfusions with blood 
type A. Students should mark their charts to reflect this, by writing the word “YES” on the 
chart.

2. Second, red type “A” pours the rest of his first cup into a blue type “B” cup. Notice how the 
color changes to purple. Therefore, type A blood and type B blood are not compatible. 
Students should mark “NO” on their chart.

3. Third, he will pour water from his third cup of red, type A blood into one cup of the purple, 
type AB blood. Notice how the red water from type A mixes and makes the AB water more 
purple colored than before. This means transfusions between blood types A and AB is 
compatible. Students should mark “YES” on their chart.

4. Fourth, red type A will pour water from their fourth and final cup into a cup of clear, type 
O water. The red water from type A makes the clear water turn a diluted shade of red. 
This change in color means that transfusions are not possible for types A and O. Students 
should mark “NO” on their chart.

5. Repeat steps 1 through 4 with types B, AB, and O. Make sure that when B takes his turn, he 
does not mix with A, who already poured into a cup of B. 

Results and conclusions:
• Blood type A can only be given to type A and AB patients.

• Blood type B can only be given to type B and AB patients.

• Blood type AB individuals can receive blood from everyone, but they can only donate to 
other AB blood type patients.

• Blood type O individuals can only receive type O blood, but they can donate blood to every 
other type.
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CURTAINS UP ON MORE

Biographical video on Bram Stoker 
http://www.biography.com/people/bram-stoker-9495731/videos/bram-stoker-full-episode-2178774393 
(approximately 45 min.)

The Gothic-Professor John Bowen discusses key motifs in Gothic novels, including the uncanny, the 
sublime and the supernatural.  There is a brief discussion of sexuality as motif in Gothic literature 
which teachers should preview for appropriateness.  
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=gNohDegnaOQ#t=244

The Smithsonian presents an article describing how archaeologists believe they have found the burial 
place of Dracula. 
http://www.smithsonianmag.com/smart-news/archaeologists-think-theyve-found-dungeon-where-dracula-
was-kept-180952913/?no-ist

The blood typing game! Try your hand at blood typing with this online game presented by brain POP at:  
https://www.brainpop.com/games/bloodtyping/



 117.34 - Theatre, Grade 6.
 6.1 - Perception. The student develops concepts about self, human relationships, and the environment,  
   using elements of drama and conventions of theatre.
   A - Develop characterization based on sensory and emotional recall.
 6.5 - Response/evaluation. The student responds to and evaluates theatre and theatrical performances.
   A - Analyze and apply audience behavior at all performances.
   B - Develop simple oral and written observations about visual, aural, oral, and kinetic aspects of  
   informal play-making and formal theatre and describe these components in art, dance, and music.
   C - Compare and contrast ideas and emotions depicted in art, dance, music, and theatre and  
   demonstrate uses of movement, music, or visual elements to enhance classroom dramatization.
   D -  Compare selected occupations in theatre.
 117.37 - Theatre, Grade 7.
 7.1 - Perception. The student develops concepts about self, human relationships, and the environment,  
   using elements of drama and conventions of theatre.
   E -  Compare and contrast dramatic performances to life.
 7.3 - Creative expression/performance. The student applies design, directing, and theatre production 
   concepts and skills.
   C - Define the role of the director.
 7.4 - Historical/cultural heritage. The student relates theatre to history, society, and culture.
   B -Identify how specific dramatic texts, theatre traditions, and conventions reflect theatre heritage  
   and explains the influences of theatre, film, and television in daily American life.
 7.5 - Response/evaluation. The student responds to and evaluates theatre and theatrical performances.
   A - Identify and demonstrate appropriate audience behavior at various types of performances.
   B - Evaluate the effectiveness of selected film and television performances.
   C - Identify visual, aural, oral, and kinetic components in art, dance, music, and theatre; compare and 
   contrast the presentation of the same subject in art, dance, music, and theatre; and create  
   improvisations, integrating art, dance, and/or music to express ideas and emotions.
   D -  Compare career and avocational opportunities in theatre.
 117.40 - Theatre, Grade 8.
 8.1 - Perception. The student develops concepts about self, human relationships, and the environment,  
   using elements of drama and conventions of theatre.
   E -  Compare dramatic performances to life.
 8.5 - Response/evaluation. The student responds to and evaluates theatre and theatrical performances.
   A - Analyze and practice appropriate audience behavior at various types of live performances.
   B - Define the terminology and process of evaluation (intent, structure, effectiveness, value) and 
   apply this process to performances, using appropriate theatre vocabulary.
   C - Identify visual, aural, oral, and kinetic components in art, dance, music, and theatre; compare  
   character, setting, and action in art, musical theatre, dance, and theatre; and express emotions and  
   ideas in improvisations and scripted scenes that integrate art, dance, and/or music.
   D -  Compare career and avocational opportunities in theatre.

T.E.K.S. SATISFIED BY A DRACULA: THE VAMPIRE PLAY
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 117.64 - Theatre, Level I.
 1 - Perception. The student develops concepts about self, human relationships, and the environment,  
   using elements of drama and conventions of theatre.
   F - Analyze and describe the interdependence of all theatrical elements.
 5 - Response/evaluation. The student responds to and evaluates theatre and theatrical performances.
   A - Analyze and apply appropriate behavior at various types of live performances.
   B - Develop appropriate theatre vocabulary to apply the concepts of evaluation (intent, structure,  
   effectiveness, value) to live theatre, film, television, and electronic media in written and oral form  
   with precise and specific observations.
   C - Identify and compare the treatment of moods in theatre, musical theatre, dance, art, and music  
   and integrate more than one art form in informal performances.
   D - Select career and avocational opportunities in theatre and describe the training, skills, self- 
   discipline, and artistic discipline needed to pursue them.
 117.65 - Theatre, Level II.
 5 - Response/evaluation. The student responds to and evaluates theatre and theatrical performances.
 A - Judge and apply appropriate audience behavior at various types of performances.
 B - Evaluate emotional responses to and personal preferences for dramatic performances, using  
   appropriate theatre vocabulary, and apply the concepts of evaluation (intent, structure,  
   effectiveness, value) to live theatre, film, television, and electronic media in written and oral form  
   with precise and specific observations.
 C - Identify the treatment of theme, character, setting, and action in theatre, musical theatre, dance, art,  
   and music and integrate more than one art form in informal presentations.
 D - Select career and avocational opportunities in theatre and film and explore the training, skills, self- 
   discipline, and artistic discipline needed to pursue them.
 117.66 - Theatre, Level III.
 5 - Response/evaluation. The student responds to and evaluates theatre and theatrical performances.
   A - Compare behavior at various types of performances and practice audience etiquette.
   B - Apply the concepts of evaluation to performances and evaluate theatre, film, television, and  
   electronic media with depth and complexity, using appropriate vocabulary.
   C - Compare communication methods of theatre with that of art, music, and dance and integrate  
   more than one art form in informal and formal performances.
   D - Make judgments about selected career and avocational opportunities in theatre, film, and  
   television and analyze the training, skills, self-discipline, and artistic discipline needed to pursue  
   them.
 117.67 - Theatre, Level IV.
 5 - Response/evaluation. The student responds to and evaluates theatre and theatrical performances.
   A - Evaluate and practice appropriate audience behavior at various types of performances.
   B - Apply evaluation concepts to performances and compare and contrast literary and dramatic  
   criticism of theatre, film, television, or electronic media.
   C - Compare the nature, components, elements, and communication methods of theatre, music, art,  
   and dance and compare more than one art form in a specific culture or historical period.
   D - Evaluate career and avocational opportunities in theatre, film, television, and electronic media,  
   justifying choice(s), and analyze the training, skills, self-discipline, and artistic discipline needed to  
   pursue them.

T.E.K.S. SATISFIED BY A DRACULA: THE VAMPIRE PLAY
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